SEARCHING TRID FOR DATASETS

TRID’s coverage now includes datasets. To limit searches to datasets:

- From the TRID home page, select add additional filters under the Search by keyword box
- Using the Results Type dropdown menu, select Datasets
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- Populate as many fields as necessary to focus your search, and click Apply

Other things to know about datasets in TRID:

- Datasets described in TRID frequently support a U.S. Department of Transportation-funded technical report, but can also describe a "standalone" dataset with no accompanying report.
  - Dataset records will indicate either: '[dataset]' OR '[supporting dataset]' in the title field.
- All dataset records will contain a Dataset URL. Dataset records that support a final report will also contain a Record URL that links to full text of the report.
- TRID's dataset indexing primarily describes datasets arising from U.S. Department of Transportation-managed research and development (R&D) programs.
- Records describing final reports will also contain links to supporting datasets if applicable.

For information about the TRIS Databases contact: Bill McLeod, TRIS Manager, tris-trb@nas.edu